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ABSTRACT
Reading is increasingly being performed interactively
on-screen; for instance, new novels are now routinely
released in electronic format for viewing on PCs and
mobile devices. Unfortunately, on-screen reading loses
many of the natural features of conventional physical
media, such as the ability to annotate, slip in book-
marks, turn page corners, and so on. How best should
these features be represented electronically? Can com-
puterized representations give bene�ts that excel the
conventional bene�ts of paper? We describe the de-
sign and implementation of a novel reading system that
mimics key properties of paper and surpasses them by
incorporating digital techniques. A comparative user
study evaluating the system con�rmed the e�ectiveness
of the features and the value of the system as a whole.
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INTRODUCTION
Reading is an ubiquitous human activity that is increas-
ingly done on-screen, whether using traditional PCs
or speci�c reader devices such as the Amazon Kindle.
It is therefore timely to examine and optimize the in-
teraction design of digital reading. Previous ressearch
demonstrates numerous de�cits in screen reading com-
pared to printed text, particularly for close, attentive
reading that involves annotation, bookmarking and nav-
igation to support the cognitively demanding task.

In the physical world, the act of note-taking requires
very little conscious e�ort. The lightweight [5] prop-
erties of paper, coupled with years of learned behav-
ior, facilitate easy manipulation and use of paper-based
tools. The equivalent digital interactions do not o�er
the same a�ordances and su�er (comparatively) from
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poor rates of use [5, 6]. For example, when a note is no
longer required on a physical document, one can simply
remove and discard it without the comparatively labori-
ous extra task of clicking and selecting delete. Another
instance is found in place-holding and note-taking: a
single piece of paper can be used to take notes and to
serve as a bookmark (Figure 1), whereas digital reader
software separates these two functions.

This paper presents a novel digital reading system that
has been designed to support the needs of users engaged
in attentive reading. Our design acts like a real book
sitting open on a desk, with digital features including
search. It uses a drag-and-drop interface to create a
single form of note that can be used as a bookmark or
annotation. We used a large (desktop) screen, rather
than a small (handheld) screen, to better study inter-
action rather than device issues. This paper presents
the main results from a larger comparative study.

BACKGROUND
Research consistently demonstrates that current digi-
tal note-taking tools su�er from poor interaction de-
sign [5, 6, 8]. By focusing our attention on how users
interact with physical documents we can gain a useful
grounding for understanding the shortcomings of digital
document interaction. A diary study on work-related
reading tasks concluded that reading occurs more of-
ten in conjunction with writing than without [1]. Users
form a contextual understanding of the text, and var-
ious forms of writing and drawing (e.g., underlining)
support this activity with little cognitive attention be-
ing paid to these secondary tasks. Hence tools without
marking support will have limited value in work-related
reading activities. It is vital to the success of any digital
reader, then, that mark-up support is as e�ective and
subconscious in use as is the case in print.

Several researchers have explored the di�erences be-
tween physical and digital reading. Marshall describes
the user's experience of using paper as lightweight [5]:
�navigation that occurs [. . . ] in a way that is so unself-
conscious that [users] aren't apt to remember it later.�
Similarly, O'Hara et al [6] conclude that although digi-
tal o�ers some bene�ts over paper (e.g., search, zoom),
when reading for the purpose of writing, the bene�ts of
paper outweigh those of digital documents. They con-
clude that understanding the use of paper helps improve
the design of digital reading technologies. Our aim



then, is to arrive at a digital interaction where mark-up
tools are transparent to the central active reading task
[2]. We mirrored the interaction pattern of the physical
book, in order to improve digital reading. Our inten-
tion is not to slavishly replicate every aspect of physical
reading in our design, but to pick out key features and
build upon them to eventually surpass the limitations
of the printed page. For example, to exactly copy the
physical world, digital Post-its would be of a �xed size
and color, yet to make the system more e�ective we can
allow users to alter such attributes, breaking the book
metaphor and exceeding the restrictions of paper.

Problems
Physical documents o�er a degree of tangibility that
digital counterparts cannot compete with. However,
there are some areas of paper-based active reading [2]
that are achievable but under-exploited by digital read-
ers. There are three especially problematic areas:

Space: Previous work on annotation [7] shows that the
space surrounding a document (margins, desk, walls)
performs an integral role in the mark-up process. Fig-
ure 1 depicts a scenario where Post-its are placed both
document itself, and on the desk surrounding the docu-
ment which is always visible. Most current digital doc-
ument readers o�er no comparable space, forcing notes
to be made in the documents themselves.

Tool Overload: On paper, one tool often has multiple
functions [4]: so a ruler can be used to measure or to
draw straight lines. Conversely, digital tools usually
support a single function, for example, bookmarking
during reading. In physical documents, a page can be
marked simply by slipping in a scrap of paper: this
bookmark can also serve for note-taking by writing on
it (Figure 1). Digitally, these functions would typically
be distinct tools: bookmarking and note-taking.

Menu Navigation: Menus are generally displayed
over the user's document, and require attention to nav-
igate through their structure. Research suggests that
this interrupts reading. In contrast, paper-based mark-
up tools are much closer to direct manipulation, which
distracts less attention from the text.

THE DESIGN OF A NEW READER
Prior research demonstrates the high value of mark-up
[1], yet the uptake on digital media is low. To increase
the use of digital mark-up, we designed a system, Digital
Reading Desk, to bridge the gap between the physical
and digital domains by incorporating tools that behave
in the same lightweight manner as paper. The Digital
Reading Desk provides interaction patterns that mimic
physical tools. Drawing from physical books (Figure
1), the PDF document on the desk is a double page
spread that opens in the same manner as paper books:
two pages are seen when the book is open and a single
page (front or back cover) when it is closed (Figure 2).
This design creates a space around the book�a known
advantage when reading in print [7]. We anticipated

Figure 1. Post-its being used in a physical book

that this presentation would encourage users to treat
them more like a physical book and consequently make
better and more frequent use of the tools provided.

The Document’s Virtual Desk Space
To overcome the problem of restricted space for notes,
we incorporated a virtual desk into our design. The
desk acts as a backdrop for the page spread, and can
be used to make general notes or summaries about the
document as a whole (the desk belongs to the document
so a new document generates a new desk).

The Unified Post-it Tool
Paper is multi-functional: it can be used for notes or for
place-holding. To reproduce this, we amalgamate the
roles into a single tool for �exibility and to reduce learn-
ing. We adapt previous work on visual placeholders [3],
where they protrude from the side of documents, like
tabs in physical books. Our design allows users to cre-
ate notes and bookmarks from the same object. Post-its
can be placed either: (1) completely on the document,
(2) on the desk next to, or behind the document, or (3)
protruding from the document (acting as a bookmark).
This �exibility means that one tool performs three sep-
arate functions: (1) to make notes about speci�c pages,
(2) to make notes about the book as a whole, and (3) to
make notes that also act as placeholders. Post-its that
act as bookmarks navigate to the correct page when
clicked and, as in [3], `�ip' from one side of the book
to the other depending on which page is open. Thus
Post-its that are before the current page, are on the
left, whereas those that are on pages that are after the
current page are on the right. See Figure 2.

Drag-and-Drop
To reduce on-screen menu clutter, we use a drag-and-
drop style interaction for the creation and deletion of
Post-its. On the right of the desk are three inexhaustible
piles that can change color using the palette at the top.
To create a Post-it, the user drags one from the pile onto
the document (Figure 2). Notes are removed by drag-
ging them back onto the pile. As well as the addition
of text to the Post-its, they can be moved, resized or
`lifted up' (to reveal text underneath), borrowing from
and extending the behavior of physical notes. All inter-
actions are performed without menus: to add text is a
double click, `lifting up' is a single click, etc. Removing
the need for menus promotes direct manipulation and
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Figure 2. The Reading Desk System

reduces the cognitive attention required for the features,
leaving more cognitive resource for the primary task.

EVALUATION
We conducted a user study comparing our implementa-
tion with two other designs created speci�cally as con-
trols for the main features of the system. The �rst con-
trol system was created to evaluate the uni�ed Post-it
tool as well as the drag-and-drop interface. This system,
�Traditional Desk,� consisted of the document and desk
area described above, but instead of the uni�ed Post-its
for bookmarking and note-taking, it contained two dis-
tinct tools to mimic established digital annotation and
placeholding. To evaluate the additional `desk' space, a
second control was used, �Traditional PDF,� that con-
tained the same bookmarking and note-taking features
as the �rst control, but instead contained no additional
desk space surrounding the document area. We did not
compare our design to existing systems such as Adobe
as doing so would add many variables to the experi-
ment: e.g., previous experience with a system (learning
e�ects or bias); di�erent function sets and implementa-
tions may cause e�ects (e.g., rendering speed). We did
however, base our two control interfaces on the methods
and tools commonly seen in existing systems (e.g., the
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Figure 3. Subjective User Reviews

tree list bookmark structure is directly from Acrobat).

We recruited 16 participants (12M 4F, ages 21-41) to
take part in the study who we randomly selected from
a cohort of computer science research sta� and post-
graduate students. This group represents skilled users
who regularly take notes on documents, and would be
typical users of digital texts. The structure of the study
consisted of a short introduction to the three experi-
mental systems, followed by a series of open and closed
tasks on each interface, and �nally, a questionnaire and
semi-structured interview. A typical open task is �read
the document and mark-up the article with arguments
for and against the topic. Summarize your �ndings�.
We used three PDFs which we rotated amongst the task
sets and systems to ensure that the results are a product
of the interface, rather than the task. The study was
therefore, run in a single blinded and counterbalanced
manner, as we also ensured that the order in which our
participants used the three interfaces was varied in se-
quence across the six available combinations.

Desk: The post-study questionnaire included a set of
5 point Likert subjective scores covering all aspects of
the systems. One question asked how easy users found
it to create summaries for books, giving values of 2.81,
4.38 and 4.63 for Traditional PDF, Traditional Desk,
and Reading Desk systems respectively (Kruskal Wallis
p < 0.001). This suggests that the desk area included in
both the Traditional Desk and Reading Desk systems
but not in the Traditional PDF is useful for creating
notes for the document as a whole. This was substanti-
ated by the observed behavior of the participants when
engaged in open tasks; where the desk is available, users
make use of it for document summaries 72% of the time.

Uni�ed Post-it Tool: One question in the post-study
questionnaire asked how easy they found the tools to
use. Average results were 3.5 and 3.81 for the Tradi-
tional PDF and Traditional Desk systems, and 4.56 for
the Reading Desk (signi�cant di�erences, Kruskal Wal-
lis p < 0.003). We also asked each participant how they
compared traditional annotation and bookmarking (i.e.,
two separate tools) to the uni�ed Post-it tool found in
the Reading Desk system; see Figure 3.

Drag-and-Drop: The drag-and-drop portion of the
system is concerned primarily with the creation and



deletion of Post-its and can be linked to the �ndings
shown in Figure 3. Speci�cally, 78% of participants felt
that the uni�ed drag-and-drop Post-it tool was slightly
or much better than traditional methods for annota-
tion and bookmarking. Although the results for this
portion of the study are not signi�cant, qualitative com-
ments such as �drag-and-drop is much the same as pa-
per; chucking a note back on the pile is like screwing it
up and throwing it away� and �dragging notes from piles
is simpler and more intuitive than �ddling with menus
as this breaks me out of my train of thought� suggest
that drag-and-drop is preferred by participants.

Discussion of Results
The results of the study con�rm the e�ectiveness of the
techniques employed by the Reading Desk system. The
virtual `desk' area, intended to overcome the issue of
space, proved to be both popular with and well used by
the majority of participants. The behavioral and statis-
tical data shows that the desk is the preferred position
for document summaries. There is also support from
the post-study interviews: �I always make summaries
separately so being able to put them on the desk is nice
as you can always see it and make notes as you go.�

Secondly, uni�ed Post-its are more popular than sep-
arate tools; there were comments such as �it [uni�ed
Post-its] makes life easier. In real life you wouldn't have
a pile of Post-its and a pile of bookmarks�you would
just use a Post-it for both.� This view is also con�rmed
by observed participant behavior during the compara-
tive study. Interestingly, the use of bookmarks di�ers
signi�cantly between the systems: 75% of participants
used them on the Reading Desk, while only 25% and
19% used them on the Traditional PDF and Desk sys-
tems respectively. This variation in bookmark usage
suggests that the uni�ed Post-it tool encourages their
use; a χ2-test on the data produced a signi�cant result:
χ2 = 7.684 (df = 2, p = 0.02145).

Although the Likert scale data comparing the drag-
and-drop interface to traditional creation-and-deletion
techniques produced statistically insigni�cant results,
our participants made comments such as �dragging and
dropping notes is more intuitive, why have menus when
a picture [piles of Post-its] is better?�

Finally, we asked the participants if they would use
these systems out of choice. Likert results from this por-
tion of the study produced highly signi�cant (Kruskal
Wallis p < 0.001) average results of 2.5 and 2.81 for
the Traditional PDF and Traditional Desk systems, and
signi�cantly larger 4.06 for the Reading Desk. Though
the Reading Desk mirrors some properties of paper, it
avoids many natural limitations, including: the Post-its
are unlimited, can be resized or changed in color. Com-
ments such as �the Reading Desk is better than paper
because the notes always stick to the sides of the pages
and don't damage the book� and �you can't lose elec-
tronic notes and you never have to buy more because
the piles are in�nite� con�rm the quantitative �ndings.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel drag-and-drop Post-it system
for digital note-taking which supports active reading
tasks. The system provides a lightweight interface for
annotating documents with a minimum number of in-
terface tools. Rather than using extensive sets of menus
and dialogs, we exploit direct manipulation and an ex-
tend the user's workspace to minimize the interaction
e�ort for attentive reading. A comparison study on the
new interface indicates that by designing for appropri-
ation [4], we were able to create an e�ective and novel
uni�ed tool for placeholding and annotation that actu-
ally encourages placeholder uptake. We also concluded
that an additional workspace surrounding the document
area is a bene�cial component for the creation of notes
and summaries and that a drag-and-drop interaction
increased user satisfaction of the interface.

While this paper evaluates the use of digital note-taking
tools on desktops, a useful area of future work would in-
clude the exploration of the design on smaller screen de-
vices such as eReaders, not least because of their current
popularity with consumers. As smaller screens pose po-
tential space trade-o�s, it would be a useful area of fu-
ture investigation.
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